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Table 1: Distribution of grades for AM Level History – May 2007 session  
Grade A B C D E F Abs Total 
N  5 14 44 21 5 11 8 108 
% 4.63 12.96 40.74 19.44 4.63 10.19 7.41 100.00 

 
General Comments 
 
The Board of Examiners wishes to note that the overall performance of the candidates sitting for this 
examination was adequate, with some cases of good quality and excellent work, although there are 
some points which have to be noted, and worked upon, to improve and raise the general level. 
  
Most of the answers provided reveal a pattern which repeats itself year in, year out. Many candidates 
are memorizing class notes and reproducing ‘model answers’ with little or no relation to the questions 
posed. There is little sign of an individual effort to carry out further reading and to form an opinion. 
Without these prerequisites, it is unlikely that the students could formulate their own individual opinion 
and step beyond the basic level of the descriptive essay which outlines events. Indeed, many students 
seem to acquire a basic factual knowledge but this is not enough at Advanced Level.  Moreover, the 
language and essay writing skills of many candidates leave a lot to be desired.  Basic spelling and 
grammatical mistakes were rife, sometimes rendering whole phrases meaningless. Equally serious, in 
some answers names of leading individuals and organizations were repeatedly misspelled, indicating 
that there had been little or no background reading at all. The thematic range and choice of many 
students is also severely restricted, revealing their limited knowledge. It is worrying to note that the 
majority of candidates are answering one particular question (for e.g. on the Arab-Israeli conflict, 
Maltese politico-religious conflict) and not even managing that very well.  
 
Paper I. Maltese History 
 
Section A: 
1(a) The majority of the answers demonstrated a good grasp of the facts regarding Maltese political 
aspirations during early British rule. However, many lacked a critical comparative analysis as was 
required and as is expected at this level. 
1(b) Students fared quite well in this question, giving reasonably competent answers and demonstrating 
a good grasp of the issues involved. This is to be expected since usually teachers put a lot of emphasis 
upon Maltese constitutional development during British rule. 
2.  Many students here simply referred to the staple issues between Church and State without going 
into the more important part of the question, namely the evolution of British policy towards the local 
Church during the period. 
3.  A limited number of students opted for this question. Answers by and large were adequate, even if it 
is an area where not much is available in the way of published texts suitable to A level students. 
4.  In this case once again many students described developments without, however, analyzing the 
educational situation within the wider political and economic situation as was required by the question. 
5.  Many students chose to answer this question since the Language Question is generally studied well. 
Yet many answers lacked the analysis required, ignoring particularly the wider cultural and political 
implications tied to it. 
 
Section B: 
6(a) Candidates were asked to show the extent to which Maltese administrations in 1947-58 were able 
to obtain the best political conditions for Malta from the British government. In the majority of cases, 
the answers outlined political developments in the period and sounded unconvincing. Several 
candidates made only a feeble attempt to tackle the question, reproducing instead class notes from 
memory. In a few cases candidates showed evidence of further reading, which is commended and 
which shows in their grades. 
6(b) The candidates answering this question, as in 6(a), outlined general events, failing for instance to 
emphasize the importance of the London agreements of 1972.   



7. Eleven candidates attempted this question on the contribution of Maltese administrations in the 
social field. Several answers showed a good level of preparation on the subject, citing legislation and 
public projects. 
8. The vast majority of candidates (80) answered this question on twentieth century Maltese politico-
religious crises. The majority of answers presented a general account of events rather than tackling the 
question on ‘clashing principles’. It is only in a few cases that candidates formed their own opinion and 
evidently carried out the further reading which is expected at this level. 
9. No one answered this question on trade unionism. 
10. Seven candidates answered this question on the evolution of Maltese political parties. By and large, 
the answers generally reflected a good degree of preparation. 
 
Paper II. International History  
 
Section A: 
1(a) While most students knew the facts regarding both revolutions and some could do a good 
comparative analysis of the two, many went astray, demonstrating a good grasp of one, but not of the 
other revolution. 
1(b) Most students did well in this question since it covers a theme which is generally covered in great 
detail in sixth-forms. Many who opted for this question, however, were obviously using the same 
material, often identical expressions, and facts being recounted. 
2.  Relatively few students opted to answer this question. It seems that the economic aspect of the 
syllabus is still in some way considered as to be avoided by Advancved level students. Answers given 
were generally of a reasonable standard. 
3.  The Ottoman Empire and its decline is studied in some detail at sixth form level, yet many answers fell short 
from giving a good insight and ended up being simply a narration of facts more than anything else. 
4.  This was not a favourite question with students, although those who answered it did quite well. 
Most answers went into the reasons for Britain’s policy during the period rather than superficially 
describing the policy itself. 
5.  Questions on the Second World War seem to be gaining in popularity with Advanced level students. 
A good number of students opted to answer this question and many did so in a competent way.  
 
Section B: 
6(a) The question tested knowledge on the Soviet intervention in Hungary in 1956.  It was clear that 
most students only have a basic knowledge of the subject. A number of candidates were able to link the 
events of 1956 to other episodes in the Soviet bloc. Some of the answers were characterized by 
repeated factual mistakes. 
6(b) Most candidates answered this question on the division of Germany in 1945. Several answers 
showed good factual knowledge but seemed to be reproducing class notes without addressing the 
question, or trying to answer it only at the very end.  
7. A number of answers to this question on the collapse of the French colonial empire in the 
Mediterranean showed a high degree of factual knowledge and background preparation.  
8. The majority of candidates answered this question on the Arab-Isreali conflict from 1945 to 1978. 
Unfortunately, in most cases the answers outlined the main events during the period without bothering 
to tackle the question, which tested knowledge of the role played by Palestinian organizations in the 
evolution of the conflict.  It was clear that in most cases students were simply reproducing class notes. 
9. Few candidates answered this question on the obstacles to European integration between 1952 and 2004. 
10. A number of candidates answered this question on the effect of the arms race on East-West               
relations, 1962-89. In a few cases the students showed a good level of preparation and factual knowledge. In the 
majority of cases, however, it was clear that students repeated points from question 6. 
 
Paper III. Sources. Analysis and Interpretation 
 
Section A: 
1. Remarkably, the Sette Giugno question did not prove so popular with students, as is generally the 
case. This may have been due to the fact that the questions on the excerpt went beyond this one 
particular disturbance, but required from the students a good understanding of the wider context of the 
occurrence. Those who answered the question did reasonably well. 
2.  Most students opted for the Integration referendum question with a reasonable degree of success. 
Some, however, remained too much tied to the data provided in the exam paper and had problems 
answering questions which tested their real understanding of the issues involved.  



 
Section B: 
3. Candidates who tackled this question were asked to analyse a passage from the electoral manifesto 
of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte in 1848. Most students showed a good level of preparation including 
background information and factual knowledge of the subject. Unfortunately, in a few cases students 
partly or completely mixed up Louis Napoleon with Napoleon I, revealing a fundamental lack of 
knowledge of European history. 
4. The question on the Cold War tested knowledge of the military competition between the two 
superpowers. Many candidates were unable to identify the event leading to the news conference by the 
US Secretary of State cited in the passage, which was the launching of the Soviet satellite Sputnik I.  
Suggestions varied from the Cuban missiles crisis, to the Berlin airlift, to the intervention in Hungary.  
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